vided in ten-fold molar excess to the holoenzyme to assure that no more than one RNAP molecule binds Summary to a single DNA molecule. Reaction components were added such that elongating RNAP would stall at position 70 subunit is thought to be released from the core RNA polymerase (RNAP) upon the transition from initi-ϩ32 ( . Remarkably, the holoenzyme purified from cells harciates from the core RNAP and allows to reassociate and reinitiate transcription. Although the sigma cycle vested at an early exponential phase of growth produced about 4-to 5-fold less EC-70 than the holoenhas served as a paradigm for about three decades, an accurate quantification of release has not been perzyme purified from the stationary overnight cultures ( Figures 1C and 1D) . This observation demonstrates a formed nor have the mechanistic details that underlie this process been uncovered. selective retention of 70 that depends on the cellular growth phase and also serves as an internal control for the specificity of our assay. Results 
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Retention of 70 in Elongation
Contact between 70 and Nascent RNA To estimate precisely the amount of 70 that is released To verify the presence of 70 in elongation, we designed from the elongation complex (EC), we developed a novel an independent approach that utilizes photocross-linking analogs of UTP, 5-(p-azidotetrafluoro)benzaminoallil-UTP (AzUTP) and 4-thio-UTP (sU), incorporated into the ␤Ј C-terminal histidine tag (␤Ј his ). During the "walking" reaction with the ␤Ј his enzyme, AzU or sU were incorporated at position ϩ21 and the complex was then walked along DNA so that the cross-linking reagent appeared at various nucleotide (nt) distances from the RNA 3Ј end. RNA was 32 P labeled near the ϩ30 (Figure 2A , left panel) or ϩ43 (Figure 2A, right panel) positions. The final ECs were exposed to UV light to induce cross-linking, denatured, and loaded onto both SDS and sequencing PAGE. The absence of shorter transcripts (Figure 2A , right lower panel) reflects the purity of ECs and verifies that the cross-linking could only have occurred from the desired positions (ϩ43, ϩ50, ϩ54, and ϩ61). The same was true for the cross-links at ϩ30 and ϩ38 (data not shown). Figure 2A demonstrates that an ‫07ف‬ kDa polypeptide band labeled by RNA cross-linking appeared as the reagent was translocated 22 to 29 nt away from the catalytic center. At shorter or longer distances, no such cross-linking was detected, which also argues that cross-linking was EC specific. The derivatized " 
Isolation and Characterization of EC-70
In order to determine whether the EC-70 displayed different elongation properties from "normal" EC, we designed an experimental procedure that permits purifying depends on the proximity and specificity of the reagent assessed to determine the efficiency of multiround transcription ( Figure 5B ). Single-round transcripts were gento an electrophile and may also be influenced by changes in RNA secondary structure. The existence of erated by adding rifampicin, the inhibitor of initiation, to an aliquot of EC20 and EC20-70 prior to the chase more than one band on SDS PAGE corresponding to the derivatized ␣ subunit reflects the multiple crossreaction. The intensity of each termination product was then valued relative to the corresponding rifampicin time linking sites. We have previously shown that if the RNA probe is long (Ͼ15 nt), the mobility of derivatized subpoint (single round) and plotted (
Figure 5B , if retained, stays with EC to uncover functional differences between them. We for the entire transcription cycle. Importantly, the results reasoned that complexes that retained 70 in elongation indicate that EC-70 has a significant advantage in the would not require the reassociation step after terminamultiround transcription over the "normal" holoenzyme tion and might have an increased ability to initiate multiat certain promoters. Strength of such promoters seems ple rounds of transcription in a situation when binding to be limited by the rate constant for sigma binding to is a rate-limiting step. Three templates, which differed the RNAP core ( Figure 5C ). only in their promoter sequences, and the 70his holoenzyme were used to form EC20 in solution. EC20-70 was separated from the total population through Ni 2ϩ beads Discussion as described above. The pure EC20-70 was then removed from the solid support and multiple rounds of Several conclusions can be derived from the present study: (1) a biochemically and functionally distinct poputranscription were initiated by adding all four NTP substrates to both EC20- 70 Hanna, 1995). The authors attributed those cross-links to some nonspecific ternary complexes, which they observed stalled close to the ϩ1 site. In light of the crosspolymerase molecules whose ratio appears to vary with linking results that occur from pure, mature ECs prethe cellular growth phase; (3) EC-70 has a substantially sented in this study (Figures 2 and 4) , it is possible that higher ability to support multiple rounds of transcription the origin of previously observed cross-links is the same, at certain promoters; (4) The presence of 70 in elongai.e., from specific EC stalled at various distances from tion does not depend on the promoter sequence or the the promoter. initial transcribed sequence; and (5) 
